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Evan M. Johnson, Baltimore Orioles
• Give yourself several days (I like 3 days) to

put in a new pattern, or change an existing one.
o Be creative, but always keep it simple.
Make sure you have two directions in which

you can mow. For example, if you want to have
a 2nd base to centerfield pattern, put in a foul
line to foul line pattern as well so that yOli can
alternate every few days.

• Check your blades (reels or rotary) often,
to make sure they are sharp and do not have
anything caught in them.

Dan Beegsteom, Houston Astros
• I plan my patterns on graph paper, then

transfer the design to the field by laying out a
grid 011 the field.

• T feci that when the pattern has been
mowed/rolled seven times it is ready for the
public to see.
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2007 World Series at Fenway Park.... ~.team is out of town, and if possible use a
mower with offset tires/cutting units.

• Always check reel to bedknlfc before
mowing; you should be able to cut a single
piece of notebook paper all the way across ..Fix
it before mowing if you can't .

• Go with no contact reel to bedknife adjust-
ment and avoid backlapping, you will get many

I'!" ~::::~~::u~~;~:,~:::~:~
give those readers who •
mow baseball fields some

advice. Here's what they said:

• Plan ahead BEFORE you start mow-
ing/rolling the pattern so that you do not
travel the same grass excessively on the
rerum trips.

• Completely ERASE all previous
mowing stripes to give your pattern the
sharpest look possible.

Luke Yoder, San Diego Padres
• Always get off the beaten path

when the team is out of town, i.e., mow only
when needed, not every day when the team is
out of town. Mow a different pattern, or mow
the opposite way of the old pattern when the
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after topdressing.

• Check blade speed; slow blade speed down
for taller turf speed up for shorter, tighter turf.

A good mowing pattern only looks as good as
the quality of cut you are getting!

David Mellor, Boston Red Sox
Safety and playability should be every grounds

keeper's first priority. After that is achieved, I
think you have one opportunity to make a first
impression. Whether it is a basic traditional
checker board or a festive pattern like me Red
Sox logo, attention to detail is very important. A
pattern should never impact playability.

We rotate our patterns approximately every
10-14 Jays and monitor them throughout the
time they are on the field. The pattern should be
viewed from all angles of the field to be sure they
not only show up nice but that they do not have
a negative image from a different view than the
main one. Measure twice to be sure before start-

ing. My first book, Picture Perftct: Mowing
TechniquesJeff Laums; Landscapes and Sports, has
many step by step patterns and helpful nuggets of
information.

Scott MacVicar, San Francisco Giants
We don't mow patterns here. We mow all of

the grass in the same direction each day, so that
there are no stripes. On the infield, we mow tach
stripe twice with the 26-ineh walk behind
Toro. You should pick a starting point, mow the

stripe, tum the mower 180 degrees, and go right
back down the same stripe. Tum the mower and
start the next stripe and repeat.

VI/hen we mow the outfield (with a Taro
Sidt.'\vinder triplex) we mow a stripe then lift the
blades up, turn the mower around, drive back to
the starting point over the grass that hasn't been
mowed and continue that process.

Bill Deacon, New York Mets
As far as mowing goes we have beeo trying to

keep things simple since I took oyer, therefore we
do not really spend time designing or planning
patterns, some of my tips would be:

• Check your mower blades daily to make sure
they are eutting properly.

• Run a string the first time you mow a pattern
to make sure the lines are straight.

• Alternate patterns after each horne stand or
at least eVtry 10 days, to avoid ballsnake .•
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(AerWar)
AerWay$ venting
tines can he used all
SeW;(J11 to keep the
soil surface open.
Water and nutrient
applications are
more efficient
because they are
absorbed immediate-
ly into the soil
profile.

for moreinformation call 1-800-457-8310

Advanced Aeration Systems
www.a cr-way.ccm email: al'r"<l~({l a cr-way.com

Fill in 128 on reader service form Of visit http://oners.hotims.com/14677-128

• AM Bond Rating
• A-Rated Third Party Insured Warranty
• Outstanding Corporate Financials

An ECORE" Comp,ny

Consistent Playability •8O""'''W''~"'"'~ 'U,ingA·T"rfProoo,lo,

Superior D1/rab{{(t)' !J}tllbetfc Grass Systems

888-777-6910 / www.aturf.com
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Agrium Advanced Technologies has launched irs first
new product, XCD fertilizer, which delivers a high
concentration of nitrogen,offering 93% CSRN (coated
slow-release Nitrogen) - more pounds per ton than any
sulfur coated urea on the market. The new product
replaces TriKorc and SCD products.
Agrium Advanced Technologies

.... lIil063.tuiJzmln ••
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New polymer-coated
urea technology
KMB Technologies has introduced a technology that
they say will extend the nutrient release offerrlllzers for
up to 90 days. SurfCote-N is a slow-release urea for
general turf production and will be available through
Knox Fertilizer distribution in the Shaw's Turf Food
line for spring 2008. The Surftechnology,or"Sustained
Uniform Release Fertilizer," is a patented polymer
coating that represents a new era offsmart" fertilizers.
Nearly 4 years in development, the Surf technology has
demonstrated consistent results OVt:I diverse geography
and conditions.
Knox Fertilizer
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New ProCore aerators
The Toro Company introduces the new ProCore
864 and the ProCore 1298.The same ground break-
ing technology
that allowed the
Toro ProCore 648
to revolutionize
greens aeration is
now available for
large-scale appli-
cations. The name
describes the con-
figuration, the 864 has eight coring heads and is 64
inches wide and the 1298 has 12 coring heads and is
98 inches wide, Both arc tractor mount, PTO driven
units that are designed for large area applications.
The precision balanced coring head drive eliminates
hopping, rocking and unnecessary vibration.
The Toro Company
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